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 “Inawisdom allowed us to utilise AI and Machine Learning to 

transform production forecasting, creating a cutting-edge 

solution for the agriculture industry. ”
- WALLE OPPEDIJK VAN VEEN, DIRECTOR, OPUS INSIGHTS

CASE STUDY

Our Customer
Opus Insights is an innovative technology company that provides industry 
specific solutions for agriculture, energy and infrastructure.

Opus Insights technological solutions allow organisations in the Agriculture, 
Infrastructure, and Energy industries to handle immense datasets – either 
proprietary or acquired datasets – and turn them into actionable insights 
tailored to each business’ objectives, challenges and needs. By blending 
both business and technical acumen, Opus Insights help advance business 
strategies through making data analytics accessible, accurate and ready for 
use.

The Challenge
Opus Insights wanted to create an Machine Learning platform to 
develop its offering to the market and help manage, ingest and analyse 
large volumes of data to transform the efficiency of farming. Once the 
infrastructure was in place, Opus Insights wanted to develop a Minimum 
Viable Product (MVP) using ML models to identify commodity tree  
‘signatures’  from images, for the purpose of creating a commercial 
solution that could forecast production and aid small-scale farmers and 
industry players to optimise farming.

Opus Insights  wanted to have a trusted, productionised solution that 
would allow their end customers to have regional cashew mapping 
displayed through a dashboard  to accurately forecast the best 
approach to ensure maximum yield from the agricultural crop.  The long-
term goal was to  build the ML solution out to cover other tree types so a 
flexible, scalable and robust infrastructure was key to the project.
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The Results
The result of the engagement with Inawisdom led to Opus 
Insights being able to create a commercial solution that 
accurately forecasts crop production to enable better 
definition of yield and onward value. This solution, which 
could revolutionise production forecasting in farming, is 
utilising image processing and deep learning and exemplifies 
Opus Insights’ sustainability goals and innovative nature.

The result also led to vastly reduced  manual processing of 
image matching, that had prevented working at scale, saving 
valuable time and resources. A highly flexible, cost effective 
platform was also delivered, capable to ingest, process, train 
and execute ML models, prepare the results for visualisation 
and  provide a complete infrastructure to support the needs 
of the business moving forward.

The key outcomes for the project included:

> A productionised, scalable infrastructure,  to AWS best 
practice, allowing for further ML models to be trialled 
and added at speed

> AI models that accurately forecast crop production to 
enable better definition of yield

> A sophisticated, cloud-based tool, using Amazon 
SageMaker, to speed up the annotation of tree images 
and validate image analysis

> Vastly reduced manual processing of image matching

> A successful MVP, ready for use and expansion

> A commercially-ready platform for further customer 
adoption

Inawisdom continues to work alongside Opus Insights as its 
trusted partner in AI and ML, to drive the future of the 
solution forward as the business grows.

Moving forward, Opus Insights will expand its capabilities 
using the core platform and foundation already created, 
productionise the MVP and subsequently develop the 
platform for other tree types. Opus Insights wants to create a 
leading-edge agriculture hub, continually ingesting and 
adding new data, that can identify and attribute multiple 
types of plants and trees, ultimately transforming agriculture 
worldwide.   

“We hope to continue to drive innovation by utilizing AI/ML to 
widen the availability and capability of our solution. Our goal 
is to create worldwide insight in to crop production and 
management to aid sustainability in global agriculture"

- Walle Oppedijk van Veen, Director, Opus Insights

Learn more about Opus Insights at www.opusinsights.nl/

About Us
Inawisdom is a leading specialist in 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine 
Learning (ML). We enable customers to 
rapidly discover and deliver business 
differentiation from their data assets to 
drive true value. Inawisdom is an Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) Premier Consulting 
Partner and Machine Learning Global 
Launch Competency Partner, serving 
global businesses in a broad range of 
industries, across UK and EMEA. 

Our Solution
Opus Insights engaged Inawisdom who migrated Opus Insights’ 
data to AWS, utilising a data lake, and upgraded their pre and 
post-processing pipelines before also moving them in to AWS. 
Inawisdom created a productionised, scalable infrastructure - 
following Amazon Web Services (AWS) best practice - leveraging 
the power of AWS cloud and ensuring Opus Insights could scale 
AI and ML at speed in the future.

Alongside the Opus Insights team,  Inawisdom built and 
productionised innovative AI and Machine Learning models from 
existing data, embedding Machine Learning and Deep Learning 
into image recognition to identify cashew ‘signatures’ from 
overhead images.

Inawisdom then created Machine Learning models that 
incorporate the validated results of the image analysis, enabling 
them to increasingly identity the cashew signature without 
human interpretation or intervention.

Using Amazon SageMaker, alongside other innovative tools and 
methodologies, Inawisdom delivered a cloud-based solution to 
speed up the annotation of the tree images and validate image 
analysis. The solution follows an iterative and sophisticated 
workflow: processing and annotating the image data, then 
preparing and consolidating the results for model training and 
model evaluation, performing inference on images where 
available. 
 In addition, Inawisdom developed a new UI for Opus Insights 
to set up and manage client-specific jobs. This new interface 
seamlessly integrates with the AWS solution and presents the 
jobs in a simple, clear visualisation. 

 http://www.opusinsights.nl/
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